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Abstract—In the last decade, many evolutionary computa-
tion (EC) algorithms with diversity enhancement have been
proposed to solve large-scale optimization problems in big
data era. Among them, the social learning particle swarm
optimization (SLPSO) has shown good performance. However, as
SLPSO uses different guidance information for different parti-
cles to maintain the diversity, it often results in slow convergence
speed. Therefore, this article proposes a new region encoding
scheme (RES) to extend the solution representation from a single
point to a region, which can help EC algorithms evolve faster. The
RES is generic for EC algorithms and is applied to SLPSO. Based
on RES, a novel adaptive region search (ARS) is designed to on
the one hand keep the diversity of SLPSO and on the other
hand accelerate the convergence speed, forming the SLPSO with
ARS (SLPSO-ARS). In SLPSO-ARS, each particle is encoded
as a region so that some of the best (e.g., the top P) parti-
cles can carry out region search to search for better solutions
near their current positions. The ARS strategy offers the particle
a greater chance to discover the nearby optimal solutions and
helps to accelerate the convergence speed of the whole popula-
tion. Moreover, the region radius is adaptively controlled based
on the search information. Comprehensive experiments on all the
problems in both IEEE Congress on Evolutionary Computation
2010 (CEC 2010) and 2013 (CEC 2013) competitions are con-
ducted to validate the effectiveness and efficiency of SLPSO-ARS
and to investigate its important parameters and components. The
experimental results show that SLPSO-ARS can achieve generally
better performance than the compared algorithms.

Index Terms—Adaptive region search (ARS), evolutionary
computation (EC), large-scale optimization problems (LSOPs),
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region encoding scheme (RES), social learning particle swarm
optimization (SLPSO).

I. INTRODUCTION

IN RECENT years, the evolutionary computa-
tion (EC) algorithms have been successful in solving

various global optimization problems, such as the
works in particle swarm optimization (PSO) [1]–[5],
ant colony optimization (ACO) [6]–[9], genetic
algorithm (GA) [10]–[13], estimation of distribution algo-
rithm (EDA) [14], [15], differential evolution (DE) [16]–[20],
and some other algorithms [21], [22]. Among them, PSO
is a simple yet efficient algorithm, which designs a swarm
of particles and all the particles learn from the currently
searched optima to find the optimal solutions [23]. In standard
PSO, each particle i needs to maintain two vectors, one is
the position vector xi = {xi1, xi2, . . . , xiD}, and the other is
the velocity vector vi = {vi1, vi2, . . . , viD}, where D is the
dimensionality of the problem. In the initialization, each
particle randomly initializes its position vector and velocity
vector within the corresponding search ranges. In every
generation, the velocity vector and position vector of each
particle i on dimension d are updated as

vid(t + 1) = ω · vid(t) + c1 · r1d · (
pbestid − xid(t)

)
(1)

+ c2 · r2d · (
gbestd − xid(t)

)

xid(t + 1) = xid(t) + vid(t + 1) (2)

where t is the current generation index, ω is
inertia weight [24], c1 and c2 are acceleration
coefficients [23], r1d and r2d are two random numbers
generated uniformly distributed in [0, 1] for the dimension d,
and pbesti (personal best) and gbest (global best) are the best
position vectors found so far by particle i and all particles,
respectively.

Since PSO has the advantages such as easy implementa-
tion and simplicity in solving optimization problems, it has
developed rapidly in recent years to solve global optimization
problems [25]–[28]. However, as the dimensions of the
optimization problems increase in nowadays big data era, the
performance of the PSO and also other EC algorithms will
deteriorate rapidly [29]. Therefore, adopting some appropri-
ate and efficient methods to improve the ability of PSO and
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other EC algorithms in solving large-scale optimization prob-
lems (LSOPs) has become a hot research topic. More details
about these researches are presented in Section II-A.

Among the numerous large-scale optimization algorithms,
there is a representative algorithm named social learning
PSO (SLPSO) [30]. In SLPSO, each particle (except the best
particle) is updated by learning from any particle in the cur-
rent swarm that is better than itself, which can help SLPSO
become effective to solve LSOPs by keeping population diver-
sity. However, large-scale optimization not only requires the
algorithm to maintain diversity to search for the global optimal
solution in the large search space, but also requires to have
fast convergence to refine the solution accuracy. Therefore,
although SLPSO has advantages in keeping diversity, it still
has room for improvement on convergence. In the litera-
ture, a promising way is to design local search strategies to
speed up the population convergence when solving LSOPs.
Zhao et al. [31] combined the local search strategy (the
quasi-Newton method) with a PSO variant to accelerate the
convergence speed. Molina and Herrera [32], Molina et al. [33]
proposed to use multiple local search strategies iteratively to
deal with LSOPs.

In this article, to both maintain the diversity and acceler-
ate the convergence speed when solving LSOPs, we propose
a novel region encoding scheme (RES) inspired by our
previous orthogonal-predictive local search strategy [34] and
stochastic coding strategy [35] and apply the RES in the
SLPSO. The SLPSO can maintain diversity while the RES
can help evolve faster by the novel RES and by using a local
search strategy, named adaptive region search (ARS), based
on the RES to accelerate the convergence speed. In traditional
EC and PSO algorithms, a solution (e.g., a particle in PSO) is
encoded as a single point in the search space. However, such
an encoding scheme makes the particle represent only one
solution in one generation so that the algorithm needs a lot of
generations to make up more solutions. This of course results
in the slow convergence speed to search for promising solu-
tions. Differently, we propose to use RES to encode a particle
as a region rather than only a single point in this article. This
way, we can carry out additional operations (e.g., the local
search) with the help of the region information to generate
more solutions in every generation. This is helpful to speed
up the convergence. Based on the RES idea, we propose the
novel local search strategy, named ARS, to extend the SLPSO
to SLPSO-ARS. In SLPSO-ARS, some of the best (e.g., the
top P) particles are selected to carry out region search (RS)
at the end of every generation. That is, the top P best par-
ticles search the area near their current positions according
to the region radius. The ARS strategy can offer the particle
with a greater chance to find the better solutions and accel-
erate the convergence speed. Moreover, each particle has its
own region radius which is adaptively controlled during the
evolutionary process to make the region more suitable for the
search. The experimental results show that the RES and the
ARS strategy make SLPSO more efficient in solving LSOPs.
More significantly, the RES and the ARS strategy are generic
ideas that help evolve faster, leading a new way to enhance
EC algorithms in solving LSOPs.

The remainder of this article is structured as follows.
Section II introduces some methods for LSOPs and reviews
the SLPSO. The detail of the SLPSO-ARS is presented in
Section III. Section IV shows the experimental results of
SLPSO-ARS and the compared large-scale optimization algo-
rithms on both IEEE Congress on Evolutionary Computation
2010 (CEC 2010) and 2013 (CEC 2013) LSOPs bench-
mark test sets. Section V draws the conclusion of this
article.

II. BACKGROUND

A. LSOP

LSOP generally has a large amount of decision vari-
ables (dimensions), leading to huge search space and many
local optima, so it becomes very difficult to be solved by tra-
ditional EC algorithms. In general, there are two methods to
enhance EC algorithms to better solve LSOPs, one is the coop-
erative co-evolution (CC) method that decomposes the entire
LSOP to reduce problem difficulty, and the other is the non-CC
method, that is, to increase population diversity by introducing
some additional strategies [36].

In the CC method, the main idea is to use “divide-
and-conquer” in EC algorithms to solve LSOPs, such as
CCGA [37], CCPSO [38], [39], and DECC [40]. To divide
the large-scale variables, random grouping (RG) strategy can
be adopted, like in the DECC-G [29] and the multilevel
CC (MLCC) [41]. In addition to the RG strategy, some
grouping strategies that can detect the relationships between
decision variables are also proposed in the literatures, such
as delta grouping strategy [42], differential grouping (DG)
strategy [43], eXtended DG (XDG) strategy [44], and global
DG (GDG) strategy [45]. Moreover, some CC methods have
been proposed to allocate different computing resources
according to the contribution of the subproblems [46]–[48],
while Zhang et al. [49] proposed to use the function-
independent decomposition strategy to design the CC bare-
bones PSO (CCBBPSO).

In the non-CC method, some additional strategies are
designed to increase population diversity to improve the
performance of the algorithms in solving LSOPs. For example,
Takahama and Sakai [50] proposed to control the scaling fac-
tor F in DE by detecting landscape modality. Brest et al. [51],
Brest and Maucec [52] proposed two jDE (a DE variant)
variants to self-adapt the population size. In addition, some
researchers have designed new operators to solve LSOPs.
Yang et al. [53] proposed a two-level guidance strategy to
modify the standard PSO operators. Similarly, Cheng and
Jin [30], [54] also proposed two new PSO operators to solve
LSOPs, where each particle could learn from any better
particle. Moreover, some works adopt distributed paradigm
and multiple populations to deal with LSOPs. Wang et al.
has proposed two distributed PSO (DPSO) variants, named
dynamic group learning DPSO (DGLDPSO) [55] and adap-
tive granularity learning DPSO (AGLDPSO) [56], which can
dynamically change the structure of the subpopulations to
increase population diversity. Ge et al. [57] combined the
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multiple populations strategy with DE and embedded the
appropriate migration strategy to solve LSOPs.

B. SLPSO

SLPSO [30] have shown good performance in solving
LSOPs and also inherited the advantages of standard PSO. In
SLPSO, each particle except the best one learns from any
particle that is better than itself. This strategy is also known
as the social learning mechanism. That is, SLPSO allows
the particles to learn from different particles instead of just
learning from gbest and pbest like standard PSO. Therefore,
SLPSO can increase population diversity because all the parti-
cles will not be excessively affected by gbest, which can avoid
prematurely falling into the local optima.

In SLPSO, all the particles in the current swarm are sorted
based on their fitness values from the worst to the best at the
beginning of every generation. Then, all the particles (except
the best particle) will update each dimension by learning from
a better particle. For each particle, if there are multiple par-
ticles better than itself, it will randomly select one of them
to guide the update. Note that the particle may use differ-
ent particles to guide different dimensions. In other words,
each particle can learn from multiple better particles, which
increases the diversity of the population. Assuming that in the
dth dimension, particle i selects to learn from particle k, the
updating process is shown as

vid(t + 1) = r1 · vid(t) + r2 · (xkd(t) − xid(t)) (3)

+ ε · r3 · (xd(t) − xid(t))

xid(t + 1) =
{

xid(t) + vid(t + 1), if rand(0, 1) ≤ Pi

xid(t), otherwise
(4)

where t represents the current generation, x and v are the
position vector and velocity vector like the standard PSO,
respectively, r1, r2, and r3 are three random numbers that are
generated uniformly distributed in [0, 1]; ε is a parameter
named social influence factor, and xd represents the average
value of the dth dimension in the position vector of all par-
ticles. Note that the k is reselected for each dimension. Pi

is a parameter named learning probability used to control
whether the particle needs to be updated or not and it is related
to the rank of the particle. The learning probability of each
particle is different and the learning probability of better par-
ticles will be lower. As the particles have been sorted from
the worst to the best, Pi is calculated as

Pi =
(

1 − i − 1

N

)μ·log
(⌈ D

M

⌉)

(5)

where i represents the index of the particle in the sorted pop-
ulation from the worst to the best, N is the population size, μ

and M are set to 0.5 and 100 as in the original paper [30],
respectively, and D represents the problem dimensionality.
When the fitness value of the particle is worse, the rank value
of i will be lower, so that the learning probability Pi will be
larger. Therefore, the worse particles have a higher chance
to update their positions to find better solutions. In addition,
Pi is also related to the problem dimensionality D. When D
increases, the learning probability Pi will decrease to maintain

the population diversity and avoid premature convergence for
larger scale problems.

In addition to using social learning mechanism, SLPSO also
adapts the relevant parameters according to the dimensional-
ity of the problem which can alleviate the sensitivity of the
parameters, such as the values of the population size N and
the social influence factor ε. N and ε are calculated as

N = M +
⌊

D

10

⌋
(6)

ε = β · D

M
(7)

where β is set to 0.01 according to the suggestion in the orig-
inal paper [30] because the value of ε should be relatively
small to avoid premature convergence. Moreover, N and ε is
also related to the problem dimensionality D. The value of N
and ε will increase with the increase of the value of D, which
can increase the population diversity for larger scale problems.

III. SLPSO-ARS

SLPSO has been proven to have good performance in solv-
ing LSOPs. However, in every generation of the algorithm, not
all the particles in the swarm can be updated similarly because
each particle has different learning probability. Moreover,
SLPSO uses different guidance information for different par-
ticles and different dimensions to maintain the diversity. So,
SLPSO often results in slow convergence speed. Therefore,
SLPSO still has room for further improvement. In order to
accelerate the convergence speed of SLPSO, we propose to
encode the solution by the RES and to execute the novel local
search strategy named ARS to further improve the algorithm,
forming the SLPSO with ARS (SLPSO-ARS). Subsequently,
we will first present the RES and then the ARS strategy. The
complete SLPSO-ARS is given at last.

A. RES

The basic idea of RES is that each particle i is no longer
a single point as xi = {xi1, xi2, . . . , xiD}, but has a radius
ri to represent a region with xi as the region center. This way,
the region-based solution can cover a wider range of search
space. The illustration of point-based encoding scheme and
the region-based encoding scheme is compared in Fig. 1(a)
and (b).

As shown in Fig. 1, the solid black dots stand for the par-
ticles xi. For the point-based encoding scheme, each particle
can only represent one position, as shown in Fig. 1(a). For the
region-based encoding scheme, as shown in Fig. 1(b), each
particle xi has its own region with radius ri [as shown by
the dotted circle in Fig. 1(b)]. In this way, each particle can
occupy a region and find a better solution in the wide search
space. Moreover, each particle can execute local search in its
own region and quickly find the best position in the region,
which is able to greatly speed up the convergence because
the local search is sometimes more efficient than evolutionary
operations for exploitation. If the global optimum is within
the region of particle xi, it can quickly find the global optimal
solution. If the RES is not used, the particle xi may easily
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 1. Two encoding scheme and ARS strategy. (a) Point-based encoding scheme. (b) Region-based encoding scheme. (c) ARS strategy.

Algorithm 1: ARS
Begin

1: For j = 1 to T
2: n = rand_int(1, D);
3: For d = 1 to D
4: Perturb the particle according to (8);
5: End For
6: If f(x′

i) < f(xi)

7: xi = xi’;
8: End If
9: FEs = FEs + 1;

10: End For
11: Modify the region radius ri of the particle i accord-

ing to (9).

End

learn from other particles which are currently better than par-
ticle xi but are near the local optima, and then be drawn to
the position near local optima. Therefore, RES is very helpful
to accelerate the convergence speed of the algorithm.

B. ARS

Based on the RES, the ARS strategy can offer the particle
with a greater chance to obtain more promising solutions by
the RS. Herein, the adaptation of RS means that in the evo-
lutionary process, the region radius ri of each particle will be
adaptively changed and adjusted according to the RS results.
Take Fig. 1(c) as an example to illustrate the ARS strategy. x1,
x2, . . . , x5 are five particles and the top position of the fitness
landscape is the optimal solution. In addition, the red dashed
arrows represent the finding direction of the particles in the
RS. Compared with Fig. 1(b), the particles x1 and x4 have
found better positions x1

new and x4
new in the current genera-

tion, respectively, which means that the radius are promising
for the particles and should be further enhanced. Therefore,
the ARS strategy increases their region radii r1 and r4 to
r1

new and r4
new, respectively, in order to use a larger radius

to help the particles fast move to the optimal solutions. On
the contrary, the particles x2, x3, and x5 cannot find a better
position than their original positions, which means their cur-
rent positions may be in the promising regions and too large
radius may make the particles overstep the optimal positions.
Therefore, the ARS strategy decreases their region radius r2,
r3, and r5 to r2

new, r3
new, and r5

new, respectively, in order

to make exploitation in the promising regions with smaller
radius. Moreover, the RS is carried out on some of the best
(e.g., the top P) particles at the end of every generation. The
procedure of the RS on each performed particle is described
as follows.

Every time when executing RS, every dimension of the
particle will be perturbed with a probability ρ in the region
centered at the particle with a radius ri, namely, search the
region near the particle i. Then, if a solution better than par-
ticle i is found, the particle i will be replaced by this better
solution. Therefore, RS not only can help the population to
jump out of the local optimal solutions but also can acceler-
ate the convergence speed of population, so that it can solve
LSOPs better.

When particle i is carrying out RS, the dth dimension of
the perturbed particle xi’ is generated as

x
′
id =

{
xid + N(0, 1) · ri, if d == n or rand(0, 1) < ρ

xid, otherwise
(8)

where xi’ and xi are the position vectors of the perturbed
particle i and the original particle i respectively. ρ is a param-
eter named perturbation probability, which is used to control
whether the dimension of the particle is changed when car-
rying out RS. As we generally only choose some of the best
(e.g., the top P) particles in the current swarm to carry out
RS, these particles may already have very good information
in most of the dimensions and a large perturbation may be
harmful. Therefore, a relatively small value of ρ is beneficial
to guarantee the properties of the best particles to a large extent
and most of the good dimensions will not be destroyed. That
is, if the value of ρ is set too large, more dimensions of the
best particles will be changed, resulting in poor performance
of the perturbed particles due to the more difference with the
original best particles. Therefore, the value of ρ is relatively
small in SLPSO-ARS. The n is a random integer which is gen-
erated uniformly distributed within [1, D], where D represents
the dimensionality of the problem. Here, it is to make sure that
the perturbed particle xi’ is not exactly the same as the original
particle xi. N(0, 1) represents the random number generated in
the standard Gaussian distribution, and ri represents the region
radius of particle i, which is adaptively changed according to
the evolutionary process. When the fitness value of xi’ is better
than xi, xi will be replaced with xi’. The above perturbation
process will be repeated T times, which is equivalent to gen-
erating T new particles in the search region nearby particle i.
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If none of the perturbed particles which is better than the orig-
inal particle i is found after T times of RS, indicating that the
original particle i may have found an approximate global or
local optimal solution, which is also an approximate optimal
solution in its own region, so the region radius ri of particle
i will be decreased. Otherwise, the region radius ri will be
increased to explore the optimal solutions in a larger region.
The update rule of region radius ri is shown as

ri =
⎧
⎨

⎩

ri·c, if none of the T particles
is better than the orginal particle i

ri/c, otherwise
(9)

where c is a parameter within [0, 1], named the scaling factor.
It should be noted that the region radius r has a maximum

value rmax. If the value of r exceeds rmax when it changes,
set r = rmax. The value of rmax is gradually reduced over the
evolutionary process. rmax is calculated as

rmax = r0 · maxFEs − FEs + 1

maxFEs
(10)

where r0 is the initial region radius, and FEs and maxFEs are
the current and maximum number of fitness evaluations (FEs),
respectively. The procedure of ARS is shown in Algorithm 1.

C. SLPSO-ARS

SLPSO-ARS is proposed on the basis of SLPSO. This
algorithm embeds the new local search strategy named ARS
introduced in Algorithm 1 to improve the ability of SLPSO in
solving LSOPs, which can accelerate the convergence speed
of the population while maintaining population diversity. In
SLPSO-ARS, the evolutionary process still adopts SLPSO,
but the main difference is the addition of the ARS strategy
after updating the particles. At the end of every generation,
all the particles in the current swarm are sorted based on their
fitness values from the worst to the best. Then, the top P
particles are selected to carry out RS. Since we only select
a small part of particles in the population to execute RS, other
particles remain unchanged, so the algorithm keeps the prop-
erties of original population to a large extent for the purpose
of maintaining the diversity. At the same time, the algorithm
will select the top P particles to carry out RS according to
the rank, which has a greater chance to search for the nearby
optima. Therefore, the ARS strategy can help the population
to converge faster.

Based on the ARS strategy in Algorithm 1, the process
of the complete SLPSO-ARS is shown in Algorithm 2. In
Algorithm 2, we only select some particles with higher rank
to execute RS, which not only can save FEs but also have
a higher chance to find the nearby optimal solutions. In addi-
tion, it should be noted that the region radius r of each particle
is initialized to r0 at the beginning of the algorithm, and the
r0 is calculated as

r0 = ubound − lbound

10
(11)

where ubound and lbound are the upper and lower bounds of
the problem space, respectively.

Algorithm 2: SLPSO-ARS
Begin

1: N = 200; ε = 0.1; P = 5; T = 5; ρ = 0.01; c = 0.5;
2: Population initialization: randomly generate N particles

and calculate the fitness value of each particle;
3: Initialize the region radius r of each particle to be r0;
4: Sort all the particles based on the fitness values from the

worst to the best; //This is required by SLPSO
5: FEs = FEs + N;
6: While FEs ≤ maxFEs
7: For i = 1 to N-1
8: If rand(0, 1) ≤ Pi

9: For d = 1 to D
10: k = randi_int(i + 1, N);
11: Update the particles according to (3) and (4);
12: End For
13: Calculate the fitness value of particle i;
14: FEs = FEs + 1;
15: End If
16: End For
17: Sort all the particles according to the fitness values and

select the top P particles;
18: //Carry out ARS
19: For i = 1 to P
20: Execute ARS using Algorithm 1;
21: End For
22: Sort all the particles based on the fitness values from

the worst to the best. //This is required by SLPSO
23: End While
End

The advantage of SLPSO-ARS over SLPSO is that it intro-
duces a novel RES and a new local search strategy ARS based
on the RES. The ARS strategy has two main advantages.

1) By selecting the particles with better fitness values
at the end of every generation to execute RS and search
the better solutions in the region near the particles,
the chance of finding the nearby optimal solutions is
increased and the convergence speed of the popula-
tion can be accelerated. Moreover, a small value of
perturbation probability ρ is used to perturb the dimen-
sions of the particles when executing RS, so most of
the excellent properties of the original particles are
maintained.

2) Each particle has its own region radius r and the region
radius r can be changed adaptively during the evolu-
tionary process. Therefore, each particle has the most
suitable region radius r, which can ease the sensitivity
of this parameter.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we adopt two LSOPs benchmark test sets
to validate the effectiveness and efficiency of SLPSO-ARS
in solving LSOPs. First, in Section IV-A, we will show
the experimental setup and give the parameter settings of
SLPSO-ARS. Subsequently, Sections IV-B and IV-C present
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TABLE I
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF SLPSO-ARS AND THE COMPARED ALGORITHMS ON THE CEC 2010 LARGE-SCALE BENCHMARK TEST SET

the experimental results of SLPSO-ARS and several well-
known large-scale optimization algorithms on the CEC 2010
and CEC 2013 large-scale benchmark test sets, respectively.
Then, comparison experiments between SLPSO-ARS and the
winning algorithm in CEC 2010 competition are conducted in
Section IV-D. Finally, Section IV-E investigates some impor-
tant parameters of SLPSO-ARS and the influence of its some
components.

A. Parameters and Experimental Settings

In the experiments, we adopt two extensively used
LSOPs benchmark test sets (the CEC 2010 large-scale
benchmark set [58] and CEC 2013 large-scale bench-
mark set [59]) to validate the performance of SLPSO-
ARS, like many other works [47], [53], [56]. In addition,

we compare the experimental results obtained by SLPSO-
ARS with seven well-known large-scale optimization algo-
rithms, including four algorithms using the CC method
(CCPSO2 [39], DECC-G [29], MLCC [41], and DECC-
DG [43]) and three non-CC method algorithms (SLPSO [30],
CSO [54], and DMS-L-PSO [31]), to further show the supe-
riority of the new SLPSO-ARS algorithm.

In parameter settings of SLPSO-ARS, the population size
N is set to 200, the social influence factor ε is set to 0.1, the
number of particles for ARS (i.e., the P) and the times for
RS (i.e., the T) are both set to 5, perturbation probability ρ

and scaling factor c are set to 0.01 and 0.5, respectively. The
parameters tuning and effects of SLPSO-ARS will be investi-
gated in Section IV-E. In terms of the compared algorithms, all
the parameters are set based on their original papers because
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TABLE II
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF SLPSO-ARS AND THE COMPARED ALGORITHMS ON THE CEC 2013 LARGE-SCALE BENCHMARK TEST SET

their parameters have been fine tuned for solving the related
LSOPs. For the sake of fairness, the maximum number of FEs
of all the algorithms is uniformly set to 3e6. In order to avoid
the occasionality of the results, the experimental results of all
the algorithms are obtained by running 30 times independently
and calculating the average values. Besides, SLPSO-ARS and
any of the compared algorithms are performed significance
analysis by carrying out Wilcoxon’s rank sum test with level
α = 0.05 in Sections IV-B and IV-C. We use the symbols “+,”
“−,” and “≈” to indicate SLPSO-ARS is significantly better
than, significantly worse than, and no significant difference to
the compared algorithms in Tables I and II, respectively. While
the symbols “+,” “−,” and “≈” indicate SLPSO-ARS is better
than, worse than, and the same as the compared algorithms in
Tables III, V, and VI, respectively. Moreover, the statistical
results are also given at the end of all the Tables. Note that
we also represent the optimal results (minimum mean values)
on each function in boldface.

B. Comparisons With Seven Well-Known Algorithms on the
CEC 2010 LSOPs Benchmark Test Set

The main properties of all the LSOPs in the CEC2010 large-
scale benchmark test set [58] are presented in Table S.I in

the supplementary material. There are 20 LSOPs in this
benchmark set, including three completely separable func-
tions (f 1–f 3), 15 partially separable functions (f 4–f 18), and
two completely nonseparable functions (f 19 and f 20). The
experimental results of SLPSO-ARS and the compared algo-
rithms on the CEC 2010 large-scale benchmark test set are
shown in Table I.

Since SLPSO-ARS is improved on the basis of SLPSO, we
first observe the comparison results between these two algo-
rithms. As shown in Table I, for three completely separable
functions (f 1–f 3), SLPSO-ARS achieves better performance
than SLPSO on functions f 1 and f 3, especially on func-
tion f 3. In terms of 15 partially separable functions (f 4–f 18),
SLPSO-ARS performs better than SLPSO among nine func-
tions (i.e., f 5–f 7, f 10, f 11, f 13, f 15, f 16, and f 18), while SLPSO
outperforms SLPSO-ARS only on 6 functions. Especially on
functions f 6, f 11, and f 16, the performance of SLPSO-ARS
is much better than SLPSO, which are more than nine orders
of magnitude better than SLPSO. For the last two nonsepara-
ble functions (f 19 and f 20), SLPSO-ARS also performs better
than SLPSO.

Overall, among the 20 LSOPs in the CEC 2010 bench-
mark test set, SLPSO-ARS is significantly better than SLPSO
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(d) (e) (f)

Fig. 2. Convergence curves of SLPSO-ARS and the compared algorithms on six representative functions in the CEC 2010 large-scale benchmark test set.
(a) Completely separable function f 1. (b) Completely separable function f 3. (c) Partially separable function f 6. (d) Partially separable function f 11. (e) Partially
separable function f 16. (f) Completely nonseparable function f 20.

TABLE III
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF SLPSO-ARS AND MA-SW-CHAINS ON THE

CEC 2010 LARGE-SCALE BENCHMARK TEST SET

on 13 functions, while SLPSO achieves significantly better
performance than SLPSO-ARS only on seven functions.
Especially on the Ackley functions (i.e., f 3, f 6, f 11, and f 16),
the performance of SLPSO-ARS is particularly outstanding.

In addition to SLPSO, from Table I, we can see that
among the 20 LSOPs in the CEC 2010 large-scale bench-
mark test set, SLPSO-ARS performs significantly better than
CSO, DMS-L-PSO, CCPSO2, DECC-G, MLCC, and DECC-
DG on 15, 20, 14, 16, 13, and 13 functions, respectively, while
all the compared algorithms cannot perform significantly bet-
ter than SLPSO-ARS on more than six functions. Therefore,
SLPSO-ARS shows outstanding performance and generally
outperforms the compared algorithms on the CEC 2010 LSOPs
benchmark test set.

Moreover, we further conduct another two statistical tests,
i.e., t-test [60] and the Friedman test [21], to further validate
the performance of SLPSO-ARS. The results of the t-test and
Friedman test with significance level α = 0.05 on the CEC
2010 test set are shown in Tables S.II and S.III in the supple-
mentary material, respectively. The p-value in Table S.II in the
supplementary material represents whether the performance of
SLPSO-ARS is significantly better than the compared algo-
rithms. From Table S.II in the supplementary material, we
can see that SLPSO-ARS performs significantly better than the
compared algorithms on at least 12 functions among 20 func-
tions in the CEC 2010 test set, while none of the compared
algorithms can perform significantly better than SLPSO-ARS
on more than seven functions. In Table S.III in the supple-
mentary material, the values in the parentheses represent the
performance rank of the algorithms on the corresponding func-
tions by the Friedman test. The p-value represents whether the
performance of SLPSO-ARS is significantly better than the
compared algorithms. From Table S.III in the supplementary
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material, the p-values show that the performance of SLPSO-
ARS is significantly better than CSO, DMS-L-PSO, CCPSO2,
and DECC-DG. Although the performance of SLPSO-ARS is
not significantly different from SLPSO, MLCC, and DECC-
DG according to p-values, SLPSO-ARS has the best average
rank on the CEC 2010 test set and has the first rank on
seven functions, which is the most among all the algorithms.
Therefore, the t-test and Friedman test statistical analyses fur-
ther show that SLPSO-ARS has an overall better performance
than the compared algorithms on the CEC 2010 large-scale
test set.

Besides, in order to show the efficiency and convergence
speed of SLPSO-ARS on the CEC 2010 large-scale bench-
mark test set, we plot the evolutionary convergence curves of
SLPSO-ARS and the compared algorithms on some represen-
tative functions, including two completely separable functions
(f 1 and f 3), three partially separable functions (f 6, f 11,
and f 16), and one completely nonseparable function (f 20).
Fig. 2 displays the evolutionary convergence curves of all
the algorithms on these 6 functions. As shown in Fig. 2(a),
only MLCC, SLPSO, and SLPSO-ARS are able to converge
faster and find the better solutions on the completely separable
function f 1. Although the final solution found by SLPSO-
ARS does not outperform MLCC, the convergence speed of
these two algorithms is similar from the convergence curves in
Fig. 2(a). On the completely separable function f 3 and partially
separable functions f 6 and f 11 in Fig. 2(b)–(d), SLPSO-ARS
achieves better performance than the compared algorithms in
both the convergence speed and the accuracy of the final
solution, especially on function f 11. On partially separable
function f 16 in Fig. 2(e), most of the algorithms fall into
local optima prematurely, only CSO, DECC-DG, and SLPSO-
ARS can continuously converge and DECC-DG can find the
better solution than other algorithms. However, SLPSO-ARS
converges faster than DECC-DG in the early stage on this
function. In Fig. 2(f), in terms of completely nonseparable
function f 20, we can see that most algorithms have the sim-
ilar performance except DMS-L-PSO and DECC-DG, but
SLPSO-ARS can find the better results than the compared
algorithms.

Furthermore, we present the experimental results of each
algorithm in 30 independent runs by box-plots on some repre-
sentative functions (the same as those functions for evolutionary
convergence curves in Fig. 2) in Fig. S.1 in the supplementary
material. As shown in Fig. S.1 in the supplementary material,
we can see that there are some outliers (denoted by the red
“+” symbol) obtained by the compared algorithms, while the
proposed SLPSO-ARS algorithm does not obtain any outlier on
these six functions. These results show that SLPSO-ARS not
only can find better solutions than the compared algorithms, but
also can maintain stable search ability in each independent run.

In conclusion, SLPSO-ARS generally outperforms the com-
pared algorithms on the CEC 2010 LSOPs test set.

C. Comparisons With Seven Well-Known Algorithms on the
CEC 2013 LSOPs Benchmark Test Set

The main properties of all the LSOPs in the CEC2013 large-
scale benchmark test set [59] are presented in Table S.IV

in the supplementary material. The CEC 2013 benchmark
test set is the newest benchmark test set and is also used
in CEC 2020 competition. There are 15 LSOPs in this test
set, including three completely separable functions (f 1–f 3),
eight partially separable functions (f 4–f 11), three overlapping
functions (f 12–f 14), and one completely nonseparable function
(f 15). The results of SLPSO-ARS and the compared algorithms
on the CEC 2013 large-scale benchmark test set are shown in
Table II.

Similarly, we first compare SLPSO-ARS with SLPSO. As
shown in Table II, for three completely separable functions
(f 1–f 3), the experimental results between these two algorithms
are similar to the completely separable functions in the CEC
2010 benchmark test set. In terms of eight partially sepa-
rable functions (f 4–f 11), SLPSO-ARS performs better than
SLPSO among the five functions (i.e., f 5, f 6, and f 9–f 11),
while SLPSO can only surpass SLPSO-ARS on three functions
(f 4, f 7, and f 8). Especially on function f 11, the performance of
SLPSO-ARS is much better than SLPSO. For three overlap-
ping functions (f 12–f 14) and the last completely nonseparable
function (f 15), the overall performance of SLPSO-ARS is also
better than SLPSO.

Overall, among the 15 LSOPs in the CEC 2013 bench-
mark test set, SLPSO-ARS is significantly better than SLPSO
on nine functions, while SLPSO achieves significantly bet-
ter performance than SLPSO-ARS only on five functions.
Therefore, even on the more complex problems (i.e., from
the CEC 2010 to the CEC 2013 benchmark test set), the
performance of SLPSO-ARS is still better than SLPSO.

In addition to SLPSO, Table II also displays that among the
15 LSOPs in the CEC 2013 large-scale benchmark test set,
SLPSO-ARS performs significantly better than CSO, DMS-
L-PSO, CCPSO2, DECC-G, MLCC, and DECC-DG on 13,
14, 12, 13, 10, and 15 functions, respectively, while all the
compared algorithms cannot perform significantly better than
SLPSO-ARS on more than four functions. Therefore, even on
the more complex LSOPs in the CEC 2013 benchmark test
set, SLPSO-ARS still has outstanding performance.

Moreover, we also conduct t-test [60] and Friedman
test [21] to further validate the performance of
SLPSO-ARS. The results of t-test and Friedman test
with significance level α = 0.05 on the CEC 2013 test set
are shown in Tables S.V and S.VI in the supplementary
material, respectively. From Table S.V in the supplementary
material, we can see that SLPSO-ARS performs significantly
better than SLPSO, CSO, DMS-L-PSO, CCPSO2, DECC-G,
MLCC, and DECC-DG on 8, 13, 15, 12, 13, 11, and
14 functions among the 15 functions in the CEC 2013 test
set, respectively, while all the compared algorithms cannot
perform significantly better than SLPSO-ARS on more than
5 functions. From Table S.VI in the supplementary material,
the p-values show that SLPSO-ARS performs significantly
better than CSO, DMS-L-PSO, CCPSO2, DECC-G, and
DECC-DG. Although the performance of SLPSO-ARS is not
significantly different from SLPSO and MLCC according to
the p-values, SLPSO-ARS still has the best average rank on
the CEC 2013 test set and has the first rank on six functions,
which is also the most among all the algorithms. Therefore,
the t-test and Friedman test statistical analyses further show
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TABLE IV
PARAMETERS P AND T INVESTIGATION OF SLPSO-ARS ON THE CEC 2010 LARGE-SCALE BENCHMARK TEST SET

that SLPSO-ARS has overall better performance than the
compared algorithms on the CEC 2013 large-scale test set.

Besides, to show the efficiency and convergence speed of
SLPSO-ARS on the CEC 2013 large-scale benchmark test set,
we plot the evolutionary convergence curves of SLPSO-ARS
and the compared algorithms on some representative functions,
including one completely separable function (f 1), three par-
tially separable functions (f 5, f 9, and f 11), one overlapping
function (f 13), and one completely nonseparable function (f 15).
Fig. 3 shows the evolutionary convergence curves of all the

algorithms on these six functions. As shown in Fig. 3(a), the
convergence curves on completely separable function f 1 are
similar to those in the CEC 2010 benchmark test set. On
partially separable function f 5 and overlapping function f 13,
as shown in Fig. 3(b) and (e), only SLPSO-ARS, CSO, and
SLPSO can converge faster and get more accurate results,
but SLPSO-ARS still has better performance than CSO and
SLPSO. On partially separable function f 9 in Fig. 3(c), CSO
is able to find the best results among all algorithms, but
SLPSO-ARS converges faster than the compared algorithms
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Fig. 3. Convergence curves of SLPSO-ARS and the compared algorithms on six representative functions in the CEC 2013 large-scale benchmark test set.
(a) Completely separable function f 1. (b) Partially separable function f 5. (c) Partially separable function f 9. (d) Partially separable function f 11. (e) Overlapping
function f 13. (f) Completely nonseparable function f 15.

in the early stage. In Fig. 3(d), in terms of partially separable
function f 11, SLPSO-ARS performs better than the compared
algorithms in both the convergence speed and the accuracy of
the final solution. On completely nonseparable function f 15 in
Fig. 3(f), most of the algorithms have the similar performance
except DMS-L-PSO. Although CCPSO2 can find the best solu-
tion on function f 15, the convergence curve of SLPSO-ARS
is very close to CCPSO2.

Furthermore, we also present the experimental results of
each algorithm in 30 independent runs by box-plots on some
representative functions (the same as those functions for evolu-
tionary convergence curves in Fig. 3) in Fig. S.2 in the supple-
mentary material. As shown in Fig. S.2 in the supplementary
material, SLPSO-ARS also obtains some outliers (denoted by
the red “+” symbol) since CEC 2013 is a more complex and
difficult test set than CEC 2010. However, SLPSO-ARS still
obtains overall better results than the compared algorithms.

In conclusion, SLPSO-ARS still generally performs bet-
ter than the compared algorithms on the CEC 2013 LSOPs
benchmark test set.

D. Comparisons With the Winning Algorithm in the CEC
2010 Competition

Molina et al. [33] proposed a memetic algorithm with
multiple local search strategies, which was the winning algo-
rithm in the CEC 2010 competition, named MA-SW-Chains.
In order to further highlight the superiority of SLPSO-
ARS, we compare SLPSO-ARS with MA-SW-Chains algo-
rithm. The experimental results between SLPSO-ARS and

MA-SW-Chains on the CEC 2010 LSOPs benchmark test set
are shown in Table III. Note that the experimental results of
MA-SW-Chains are directly referred to the original paper [33].

As shown in Table III, among the 20 LSOPs in the
CEC 2010 large-scale benchmark test set, SLPSO-ARS
achieves better performance than MA-SW-Chains on 11 func-
tions, while MA-SW-Chains dominates SLPSO-ARS only
on nine functions. Especially on functions f 1, f 6, f 11, and
f 16, SLPSO-ARS performs much better than MA-SW-Chains,
where SLPSO-ARS is more than five orders of magnitude bet-
ter than MA-SW-Chains. Even on these nine functions, where
SLPSO-ARS has worse performance than MA-SW-Chains, the
experimental results of SLPSO-ARS on these functions are
very close to MA-SW-Chains except functions f 12 and f 17.

Overall, compared with MA-SW-Chains which is the win-
ning algorithm on the CEC 2010 test set, SLPSO-ARS is still
very competitive and slightly better than MA-SW-Chains.

E. Parameters and Components Investigation in SLPSO-ARS

1) Investigation on the Number of Particles for ARS P and
RS Times T: The ARS strategy has two important parameters,
one is the number of (i.e., the top P) particles for ARS and
the other is RS times (i.e., T) of each best particle. If P and T
are set too small, the local search of the best particles may not
be sufficient to find the better solutions. If P and T are set too
large, a large number of FEs may be consumed. Therefore,
we need to investigate the impact of these two parameters
in SLPSO-ARS. We set a series of combinations of P and
T where P and T can be 5, 10, 15, or 20. Therefore, there
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TABLE V
COMPARISON BETWEEN SLPSO-ARS WITH SLPSO-ARS-R ON THE CEC 2010 LARGE-SCALE BENCHMARK TEST SET

are 16 (4 × 4) SLPSO-ARS variants with different P and T
values. Note that each SLPSO-ARS variant is named SLPSO-
ARS(x, y), where x and y stand for the value of P and T ,
respectively. For example, assuming that in one of the SLPSO-
ARS variants, P and T are set to 5 and 10, respectively, then
this SLPSO-ARS variant is named SLPSO-ARS(5, 10).

We adopt the CEC 2010 LSOPs benchmark test set to test
the performance of these 16 SLPSO-ARS variants. The mean
results are shown in Table IV. Moreover, the number of func-
tions which obtain the best result for each SLPSO-ARS variant
is given at the end of the table.

From Table IV, we can see that when RS times T is
fixed, the larger the P is used, the worse the performance
of SLPSO-ARS variants is. Therefore, among the four val-
ues mentioned above, setting the parameter P to 5 is the
best choice for SLPSO-ARS. When the parameter P is fixed,
a small value of T is more effective in solving completely
separable functions (e.g., f 1–f 3) and some simple partially sep-
arable functions (e.g., f 4–f 11), while a large value of T is more
suitable for solving some complex partially separable func-
tions (e.g., f 12–f 18) and completely nonseparable functions
(e.g., f 19 and f 20). This may be due to that the population
easily falls into the local optima when solving complex func-
tions, so increasing the RS times of best particles can help
the population jump out of the local optima more effectively.
Moreover, from the last row of statistical results in Table IV,
SLPSO-ARS(5, 5) and SLPSO-ARS(5, 20) have more best-
performing functions than other SLPSO-ARS variants, with
six and seven, respectively. Although SLPSO-ARS(5, 5) per-
forms worse than SLPSO-ARS(5, 20) on some complex
partially separable functions (e.g., f 12–f 15, f 17, and f 18) and

completely nonseparable functions (e.g., f 19 and f 20), the
results of SLPSO-ARS(5, 5) on these functions are very close
to SLPSO-ARS(5, 20). However, SLPSO-ARS(5, 5) is much
better than SLPSO-ARS(5, 20) on other functions, especially
on functions f 1, f 3, f 11, and f 16. Therefore, both parameters
P and T are set to 5 in SLPSO-ARS.

2) Effect of Adaptive Region Radius r: One of the innova-
tions in the ARS strategy in SLPSO-ARS is that each particle
has its own region radius r, and the region radius r of each
particle is adaptively adjusted during the evolutionary process.
Therefore, the adaptive region radius r allows different par-
ticles to have the most suitable region radius r in different
evolutionary state or for different problems. In order to validate
the effectiveness of the adaptive region radius r, we compare
SLPSO-ARS with adaptive region radius r with some SLPSO-
ARS variants with fixed region radius r, which are denoted as
SLPSO-ARS-R. Note that the value of R represents that the
region radius r of each particle is fixed to (ubound-lbound) ×
R, where ubound and lbound are the upper and lower bounds
of the problem space, respectively. For example, if R = 1/2,
then the region radius r is set to (ubound-lbound) × 1/2, and
r remains unchanged throughout the evolutionary process.

Similarly, we adopt the CEC 2010 LSOPs benchmark test
set to test the performance of SLPSO-ARS-R. Table V shows
the experimental results and we only present the mean values.

From Table V, we can see that among the 20 LSOPs in
the CEC 2010 benchmark test set, SLPSO-ARS performs
better than SLPRO-RS-1/2, SLPSO-ARS-1/5, SLPSO-ARS-
1/10, SLPSO-ARS-1/20, SLPSO-ARS-1/50, and SLPSO-
ARS-1/100 on 15, 15, 18, 13, 16, and 13 functions,
respectively, while all the SLPSO-ARS-R variants cannot
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TABLE VI
COMPARISON BETWEEN SLPSO-ARS WITH

SLPSO-ARS-WITHOUT-Rmax ON THE CEC 2010
LARGE-SCALE BENCHMARK TEST SET

outperform SLPSO-ARS for more than seven functions.
Therefore, SLPSO-ARS with adaptive region radius r has
better performance than some SLPSO-ARS variants with
fixed region radius r, which validates the effectiveness of the
adaptive region radius r.

3) Effect of rmax: In the ARS strategy, we set rmax to limit
the value of the region radius r and prevent it from expand-
ing infinitely. Moreover, rmax decreases linearly during the
evolutionary process. To validate the effectiveness of rmax,
we compare SLPSO-ARS with SLPSO-ARS variant which is
without rmax, and denoted as SLPSO-ARS-without-rmax.

We also use the CEC 2010 LSOPs benchmark test set
to test the performance of SLPSO-ARS-without-rmax. The
experimental results are presented in Table VI.

From Table VI, we can see that among the 20 LSOPs,
SLPSO-ARS achieves better performance than SLPSO-ARS-
without-rmax on 13 functions, while SLPSO-ARS-without-
rmax can only surpass SLPSO-ARS on six functions. In
addition, SLPSO-ARS-without-rmax performs better in solving
some complex partially separable functions and completely
nonseparable functions, such as functions f 12, f 14–f 17, and
f 19. When solving such functions, it is easy to get trapped
in the local optimal solutions. If without the limit of rmax,
the region radius r will expand infinitely when the better
solutions can be found during the RS, making the popula-
tion more likely to jump out of the region near the local
optimal solutions. However, SLPSO-ARS has a significant
advantage in solving completely separable functions and some
simple partially separable functions, such as functions f 1–f 11,
and the overall performance of SLPSO-ARS is better than

SLPSO-ARS-without-rmax on the CEC 2010 LSOPs bench-
mark test set. Therefore, this comparison experiment further
shows the effectiveness of the rmax.

V. CONCLUSION

In this article, we proposed a novel region-based encod-
ing scheme to extend the solution from a single point to
a region, which can help the algorithm evolve faster if the
region information can be well utilized. To this aim, the new
local search strategy, named ARS, was proposed based on
the RES to improve SLPSO, forming the SLPSO-ARS. In
SLPSO-ARS, some of the best (i.e., the top P) particles
will execute RS at the end of every generation to search
the better solutions near their current positions. The ARS
strategy not only can accelerate the convergence speed of
the population but also have a greater chance to find the
nearby optimal solutions. In addition, we adopt both the CEC
2010 and CEC 2013 LSOPs benchmark test sets to compare
SLPSO-ARS with some well-known large-scale optimization
algorithms. The experimental results showed that SLPSO-
ARS achieved generally better performance than the compared
large-scale optimization algorithms in terms of the accuracy
of the final solution and the convergence speed. Moreover, we
also investigated some important parameters of SLPSO-ARS
and validated the effectiveness of its related components.

As the RES and the ARS are the generic framework and
strategy that may be used in different EC algorithms, in the
future, we hope to apply the RES framework and the ARS
strategy to other EC algorithms and use them to solve real-
world optimization problems.
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